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Stoke Golding was established in the Anglo-

Saxon period. There is a Saxon burial ground

in the grounds of Park House close to the

centre of the village. The same area also

contains medieval fish ponds. The area around

the Parish Church of St Margaret of Antioch

represents the settlement's earliest foundation.

Until the beginning of the nineteenth century

the village developed with an essentially

agricultural based economy.

Of major significance to the village is the

connection with the Battle of Bosworth Field

1485. Crown Hill to the north west of the

historic core is where Henry Tudor was

crowned king of England following his victory. 

The development of coalfields to the north

during the nineteenth century led to the

construction of the Ashby Canal and a railway,

both of which follow the edge of Crown Hill.

The domestic framework knitting industry

developed in the village, as in other local

villages, eventually moving to factory based

production in the second half of the nineteenth

century. New places of worship were also built

for non-conformists, and formal education

facilities provided and additional social

facilities created.
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Listed Buildings -  A The Limes    B Woodyard Cottage    C Church of St Margaret of Antioch    D The Birches

Unlisted Buildings of Local Historic or Architectural Importance
1 Crown hill Farm

2 Crown Hill Villa

3 Former hosiery factory

4 Old Methodist chapel

5 49 Station Road

6 45 Station Road

7 Old Grammar School

8 Mangle House

9 George and Dragon Public House

10 Methodist Chapel

11 Park House

12 Old Infants School 

13 Blacksmith's Yard

14 5 Church Walk

15 Laburnum Cottage

16 Middle Stores

17 Three Horseshoes Public House

18 Rose Cottage

19 Baxter Hall

20 White Swan Public House

21 Mulberry Farm
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much extended, was previously  an important farm. Its range
of barns and outbuildings, open courtyard and views of the
countryside reinforce its agricultural connections. On the
opposite side of High Street/Station Road the yards ranges
reduce in scale. These, and sections of old brick walls, extend
northwards towards the church and, until comparatively
recently, into the countryside. Laburnham Cottage, and its
stable link to the open space which lies beyond.

Away from this core are two further clusters of nineteenth
century buildings. On the High Street, these are centred on the
Old Swan public house; and on Station Road, the former
Methodist Chapel. Here the streetscape is characterised by close
knit development, with many properties built up to or close to
the back edge of the footway. This ensures a strong sense of
enclosure and channels views along the street in both directions.
The decorated façade of The Birches on the High Street
provides a visual stop at the S bend. Further north, the gable
of the outbuilding to Ivy House Farm achieves the same effect.

These clusters have gradually been linked by, for the most part,
good quality residential buildings from later periods. However,
since the 1970s, there has been development in depth around
the church on its north and west sides.

Apart from the listed buildings, there are a number of other
buildings which positively contribute to the special architectural
and historical interest of the Conservation Area. These are
identified as Buildings of Local Interest on the attached map of
the Conservation Area.

Building Style, Scale, and Detail
There is no dominant building style. However, influences from
the Arts and Craft Movement, Dutch Gables and the Victorian
Gothic Revival are evident. With few exceptions, buildings are
two storeys in height and simple in plan. In some instances
the roof space forms a third storey, using gable windows, but
this is not common. Elevations in the main are plain and
simple. Only an occasional canted bay window at ground or
first floor, or a modern porch addition, breaks this tradition.
Garages are not a feature of the area. Parking is mainly
confined to yards at the rear or as hardstanding in front of
properties, which detracts from the setting of the area.

Up to the modern period, the widespread use of red bricks of
various tones gives a continuity of appearance throughout the
Conservation Area.  Subsequent rendering has been generally
detrimental. Common architectural details include
polychromatic brickwork, raised stringcourses and dentil eaves.
The principal stone built structure within the Conservation Area,
and its focus, is the Parish Church of St Margaret.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING POSITIVELY
TO THE CONSERVATION AREA

Setting
The distinctive setting of the Area is derived from its location as a
ridge top settlement overlooking the rolling countryside and the
Ashby Canal to the north. To the south, views are constrained by
lines of hedges.

Gateways

The western approach along Station Road is characterised by
open views of farmland with distinctive ridge and furrow. 
Crown Hill Farm, a three-storey brick farmhouse, marks the
entrance to the settlement. From the north the dogleg road from
Dadlington, and the canal towpath, provide fine views of the
Church of St Margaret of Antioch at the heart of the settlement.
The farmhouse and outbuildings of Ivy House similarly mark this
edge of the village.To the south east, separated by pockets of
open land, are the modern estates of the village.

Character Statement

The character of the Stoke Golding Conservation Area is primarily
derived from the agricultural origins of the settlement. This can be
identified through a number of former farmhouses and farm
buildings within the area, strong visual links to the countryside
and several very important green or hard surfaced spaces. The
ancient street pattern with its unique twists and turns has added
a further layer of local distinctiveness to the Area.

Appearance

Buildings and their relationship to the road layout dominate the
appearance of the Conservation Area. It is a mixture of loose fit
residential properties punctuated by larger commercial or public
buildings, of which the Parish Church, Park House, the Baxter Hall
and former Halls hosiery factory are important examples.

The Victorian commercial heart of the village, Top Town, lies at the
junction of Station Road, Main Street and the High Street. Here, in
close proximity, are two neighbouring inns, a shop, a modern post
office and Park House, the principal house of the village. A short
distance to the north, connected by Church Walk, is St Margaret's
Church and Blacksmith's Yard, two further important historic
features in the settlement. 

This area has developed out of several former farmhouses and
their yards, which despite some recent changes are still clearly
evident and important to the rural grain. Park House, although
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designation. It may be through the sympathetic development of
sites identified in the detailed analysis of the area as
opportunity or neutral sites; it may involve physical proposals or
by the application of sensitive, detailed development control
over extensions and alterations. Areas which warrant special
consideration for enhancement are marked on the Conservation
Area Plan and are Church Walk, the area adjacent to Baxter Hall,
the former factory site on Station Road, the frontage to the Old
Swan car park and the Green Area behind Woodyard Cottage.

GENERAL CONSERVATION AREA
GUIDANCE, PLANNING CONTROLS
AND POLICIES
To maintain the distinctive character and appearance of the
Stoke Golding Conservation Area it will be necessary to:

• Retain listed buildings and buildings of local interest. 

• Ensure new development contributes positively to the 
character or appearance of the Conservation Area regarding 
siting, scale, design and materials used.

• Ensure house extensions satisfy the Borough Council's 
Supplementary Planning Guidance.

• Resist development proposals in the key areas which have 
been identified.

• Ensure the consistent application of positive, sensitive and 
detailed development control over proposals to alter former 
farm buildings, yards and jittys.

• Ensure important views of the church, and out into the 
countryside, are protected.

Special attention is given to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the appearance of a Conservation Area. Planning
applications in Conservation Areas are separately advertised.
The principal effects of the designation of a Conservation Area
are summarised as follows:

• Consent is required for the total (or substantial) demolition of 
any building (exceeding 115 cubic metres).

• Applications for outline planning permission are not normally 
acceptable. Full planning applications are likely to be required.

• Planning permission is required for 
1) the external cladding of any building with stone, artificial 

stone, timber, plastic or tiles.  
2) alteration of the roof which results in its enlargement. 
3) a satellite dish on chimney, wall or roof fronting a highway.

• The design of all new shop fronts, advertisements and security 
grilles should be in accordance with the Council's Shopping 
and Shop Front Design Guide.  

• Anyone proposing works to a tree in a Conservation Area must 
give six weeks written notice to the local planning authority.

These requirements do not cover all aspects of control in
Conservation Areas and you are advised to contact the Local
Planning Authority.

The predominant roof materials are dark blue plain clay tiles or
Welsh slates. Modern replacement concrete tiles generally detract
from the roofscape.

Windows to Victorian properties were predominantly double
hung, vertical sliding sashes. The heads to window openings
have various details, including fine-gauged brickwork, flat
segmental brick arches and stone /plaster lintels.

The doors to late eighteenth/early nineteenth century houses of
some architectural pretension are typically of a panelled design,
set within door cases with fanlights above. Similar panelled
doors would probably have been installed in later nineteenth
century properties, although most properties now have
replacement doors of a late twentieth century date.

Boundary Treatments
Walls of local brickwork, often with blue brick triangular copings,
are common on street frontages throughout the area. These
promote an urban feel and help to channel views along the
street. Properties towards the edges of the settlement have
planted boundaries reinforcing the transition to the countryside.

Contribution of Spaces and Natural Elements
Small front gardens are characteristic of most of the area and,
consequently, most of the streets are devoid of any significant
tree cover. Mature trees are concentrated on pockets of space
around the church, Park House, adjacent to Crown Hill Villa or in
the former garden of The Birches. There are also fine rows of
mature trees at the entrances to the Conservation Area from
Higham and Wykin. These trees make a significant contribution
to the Conservation Area.

The spaces around the church, Park House, the rear of Woodyard
Cottage, Crown Hill and the yards are important to the rural
character of the Conservation Area.

FACTORS HAVING A NEGATIVE
INFLUENCE ON THE CHARACTER
OF THE CONSERVATION AREA

Buildings of Poor Visual Quality
Within the area there has been new development in the post
war period. Nevertheless those buildings which have been
erected have, for the most part, not strengthened the traditional
qualities of the Area and have encroached on the edges of
Crown Hill. Andrew Close and Church Close, by reason of their
design, scale and layout, appear discordant with the streetscape.

Enhancement
The enhancement of the character and appearance of a
Conservation Area can be defined as the reinforcement of the
qualities providing the special interest which warranted

The Baxter Hall


